Y2 Phonics for Spelling 2017-18

Routine for delivering daily Y2 Spelling for Phonics
 9:00 to 9:15am approx
 To be delivered at Y2 table with whiteboard or smartboard if PowerPoint is needed
 Children have phonics books for recording jottings, writing sentences, sticking in work (they need to date work)
 Try to have worksheets ready trimmed for ease when sticking work in books
 Individual whiteboards, pens and rubbers to hand
1. Introduce the spelling – e.g. today we will be learning, looking at the v/ve sounds in spellings and write it on the board
2. Explain the spelling rule (on the crib sheet)
3. Give examples of exceptions to the rules (if any, also on the crib sheet)
4. Show the PowerPoint (if there is one)
5. Brainstorm words with the children and write them on the board
6. Practising reading together and asking a child in turn to read a word
7. Activity sheets
8. Put what they have learnt into practise by writing 4/5 sentences using different words covered
9. End the session with a recap of the sound learnt with a quick fire spelling on individual whiteboards, write, show
10. Some of the spelling rules will take more than 1 session, depending on the children’s understanding
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Spelling

Rule

Examples

1

v ve sound

English words hardly ever end with the letter v, so if a word
ends with a /v/ sound, the letter e usually needs to be added
after the ‘v’.

have, live, give, glove,
above, love

2

f, l, s, z, k
sounds

These sounds are usually spelt as ff, ll, ss, zz, ck if they come
straight after a single vowel letter in short words.
Exceptions: if, pal, us, bus, yes

off, well, miss, buzz,
back, sniff, puff, kiss,
tick

3

Adding s es to
Explain singular - 1, plural – more than 1.
the end of words If the ending sounds like /s/ or /z/ it is spelt as ‘s’. If the
(plural)
ending sounds /iz/ it is spelt ‘es’

cats, dogs, foxes,
boxes

4

Using k for the c The /k/ sound can be spelt as ‘k’ rather than ‘c’ before e, i and
sound
y

Kent, kit, skin, sketch
frisky, kiss, king, keep

5a

The letter j is never used for the /j/ sound at the end of
j sound spelt dge
words. It is spelt ‘dge’ straight after the short vowel sounds
and ge
a,e,i,o,u.

badge, edge, bridge,
dodge, fudge

5b

j sound spelt dge It is spelt ‘ge’ after all other sounds.
and ge
Some j words are spelt with a g.

age, huge, change
gem, giant, giraffe

5c

j sound spelt dge
The /j/ sound is always spelt as a j before a, o and u.
and ge

jar, jog, join, jacket

6

s sound

s sound spelt c before e, i, y

race, ice, cell, city,
fancy

7

n sound spelt kn
or gn

The ‘k’ and ‘g’ at the beginning of words was sounded hundreds
of years ago and needs a ‘n’ following it. E.g. kn and gn

knock, know, knee,
knight, gnome, gnaw

Notes

 Powerpoint
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8

r sound spelt wr

This spelling reflects an old pronunciation

write, wrote, wrong,
written, wrap

9

l sound spelt le

The le spelling is the most common spelling for this sound at
the end of words

table, apple, bottle,
little, middle, able

10

l sound spelt el

The el spelling is much less common than le.
The el spelling is used after m, n, r, s, v, w and s

camel, tunnel, squirrel,
travel, towel, tinsel

11

l sound spelt al

Not many nouns end in al, but many adjectives do

metal, pedal, capital,
hospital, animal

12

words ending il

There are not many of these words, we just need to know
them

pencil, fossil, nostril,
pupil

13

i sound spelt y

This is the most common spelling for this sound at the end of
words

cry, fly, dry, try, July,
reply, my

The y is changed to i before es is added (knock off the y and
add i es)

flies, tries, replies,
babies, copies, carries

14

15

16

Adding es to
noun/verbs
ending y
Adding ed and
ing to root
words ending y
Adding er and
est to root
words ending y

The y is changed to i before adding ed, er and est, but not
before adding ing and that would result in ii.
The exceptions are: skiing and taxiing

copied, cried, replied,
…copying, crying
copier, happier,
happiest

** Cover these two in the
same session.

 Powerpoint
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17

Adding ed and
ing to root
words ending e

18

Adding er and
est to root
words ending e

19

or sound spelt a

20

u sound spelt o

21

e sound spelt ey
and plural add es

22

o sound spelt a

23

er sound spelt or

24

or sound spelt ar

25

ζ sound spelt s
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26

suffixes ment

27

suffixes ness

28

suffixes ful

29

suffixes less

30

suffixes ly

31

Contractions

32

Possessive
apostrophes

33

Words ending
tion

34

Homophones

